
Lesson Summaries

Institute: Arts Immersion Teacher’s Institute: Elizabeth Freake and Baby Mary
Date: August 11 through August 15, 2008 Plus December 6th or 13th, 2008
Unit Designer: Janet Dupuis
Grade: various 5th grade through college
Subject/Topic Areas: Integrated science, English Language Arts, History, Art
History, Recognizing Art Styles, Social/Cultural Sciences, The Elements and Principles
of Visual Art
Anchor Work and Artist: “The Peaceable Kingdom”, circa 1833, Edward Hicks
(1780-1849), American. Oil on canvas, 44.5 x 60.2 cm. Worcester Art Museum 1934.65
Theme: What Can One Learn from One Painting?
Time Frame: Varies depending on Lesson. Estimate for each lesson is 3 to 4, 45
minute class periods.

Unit Overview: Theme: What Can One Learn from One Painting?
This unit is based on the concept that one person or group of people can learn a great
deal from one work of art. The rationale behind the selection of Edward Hicks’ “The
Peaceable Kingdom” is that it is visually rich and engaging to many age groups and
peoples from all walks of life. The subject matter is immediately interesting to children
because of the animals and children in the foreground. The narrative and historical
quality of the work gives all viewers more to interpret and learn from. Students will
learn about historical events, naïve painting, elements and principals of art, research
and investigation techniques, and artists’ inspiration.

Essential Questions: What inspires an Artist?
What feelings can an artist convey in an artwork?
How does an artist engage us (the viewer)?
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What is the meaning of an artwork?
(7th grade through college)
Lesson 1: ART SCENE INVESTIGATION-How do we know the meaning of the scenes in
Edward Hicks’ “The Peaceable Kingdom”?
(5th grade)
Lesson 2: CREATIVE COMPOSITE CREATURES-How does line, shape, texture, pattern,
and unity show themselves in the animals and people of “The Peaceable Kingdom”?
(6th grade)
Lesson 3: NAÏVE ART- What characteristics of naïve art are present in Hicks’ “The
Peaceable Kingdom”?
(8th grade through college)
Lesson 4: WORDS THAT INSPIRE YOUR ART- Written words play what part in the
inspiration and creation of Edward Hicks’ “The Peaceable Kingdom”?

State Learning Standards for all Lessons:
Lesson # 1 Curriculum Framework: Relevant Standards:5.6, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, 6.3,
6.4, 7.2, 7.3, 7,6, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, 8.7, 10.1
Lesson #2 Curriculum Framework: Relevant Standards: 1:5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 2,2, 2,5, 2.6, 2.8,
2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 5.5, 5.6
Lesson #3 Curriculum Framework: Relevant Standards:1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 2.2,2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8,
2.10,2.11, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7,4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 5.5, 5.6,6.1, 6.2, 6.3,6.4, 6.5 7.1, 7.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6
Lesson #4 Massachusetts Arts Curriculum Framework: Relevant Standards:1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8,
2.2,2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8, 2.10,2.11, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7,4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 5.5, 5.6,6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 7.1,8.3, 8.4,
8.5, 8.6
Lesson #5 Massachusetts Arts Curriculum Framework: Relevant Standards:1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8,
2.2,2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8, 2.10,2.11, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7,4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 5.5, 5.6,6.1, 6.2, 6.3,7.1,  7.2, 7.3,
8.3, 8.4, 8.5

Lesson #1
Art Scene Investigation
An Art History Lesson

The study of art history is more that a series of names, facts, and dates. It is also
more than the cloning of artworks and styles developed by master artists. Instruction
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in art history develops an understanding of and appreciation for societies and people
through the examination of their artworks. Art history includes the work of all peoples
and cultures and examines the connection of culture to nature and of individual to
community and historical context. (Katan, 1990)
Unit Overview: Theme: What Can One Learn from One Painting?
This unit is based on the concept that one person or group of people can learn a great
deal from one work of art. The rationale behind the selection of Edward Hicks’ “The
Peaceable Kingdom” is that it is visually rich and engaging to many age groups and
peoples from all walks of life. The subject matter is immediately interesting to children
because of the animals and children in the foreground. The narrative and historical
quality of the work gives all viewers more to interpret and learn from. Students will
learn about historical events, naïve painting, elements and principals of art, research
and investigation techniques, and artists’ inspiration.
Overview for Lesson:
This lesson fits into the context of the unit by integrating research in art, literature,
history, sociology and culture during the time Edward Hicks painted “A Peaceable
Kingdom”. This lesson will include directed looking, questions & answers, and research in
art, culture, history and literature.

Guiding Question: How do we know the meaning of the scenes in
Edward Hicks’ “The Peaceable Kingdom”?
Essential Questions: What inspires an Artist?
What feelings can an artist convey in an artwork?
How does an artist engage us (the viewer)?
What is the meaning of an artwork?

Massachusetts Arts Curriculum Framework: Relevant Standards:
5.6, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, 6.3, 6.4, 7.2, 7.3, 7,6, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, 8.7, 10.1
Students will demonstrate the ability to compare and contrast two or more works of art, orally
and in writing, using appropriate vocabulary and they will use traditional & electronic
published sources to research a work and present findings.

GOAL: Given limited information, students will research and identify the subject
matter within an artwork.
OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to:
*Examine an artwork in depth
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*Develop an understanding of artwork as it relates to the culture of both the artist and
the viewer
*Develop and understanding of the place of specific artists and styles in time
*Familiarize themselves with the specific stylistic qualities of an artist or movement
ASSESSMENT EVALUATION RUBRIC

*The student group completed a Venn diagram  20 points
*Each student completed an educated “guess” sheet on the subject matter of this

artwork. 20
*Each team fills out a group fact finding sheet   20 points
*Each student fills out FACTS FOUND SHEET  20
*The sources are attached to the FACTS FOUND SHEET  and highlighted to prove

what the real sources of inspiration for this work truly are. 20 points
PRIOR LEARNIING: use of computer, research techniques
Vocabulary: Credit line refers to the written information that is given on an
artwork in a museum or gallery.
Naïve art: Term applied to painting by self-taught artists.
Foreground refers to the objects or parts of an artwork that are closest to
the viewer. The foreground is usually at the bottom of the picture.
Middle ground: Area in a picture between the foreground and the

background.
Background: part of the picture that seems to be farthest from the viewer.
MATERIALS: note paper, copies of a Venn diagram, pencils, computers with internet
access, library access or a variety of American art history books, magazines and
reproductions with reference to Edward Hicks’ “The Peaceable Kingdom” , Fact finder,
Venn diagram, Educated guess sheets

ART SCENE INVESTIGATION
FACT FINDER SHEET

GROUP CODE
NAMES OF TEAM MEMBERS:

EACH TEAM MUST WRITE A PARAGRAPH ON THEIR GROUP
PLAN OF ACTON TO INVESTIGATE THE MEANING OF THE
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ARTWORK.

Member #1 Responsibilities Include

Member #2 Responsibilities Include

Member #3 Responsibilities Include

ART SCENE INVESTIGATION
Educated Guess Sheet

Class code
Student Name
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What do you think the scene in the foreground of the painting means?

What do you think the scene in the background of the painting means?

Conclusion: Complete only after research is done.
  What do the scenes really mean?

ART SCENE INVESTIGATION
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Venn Diagram

Engaging Experience PROCEDURE:
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Students will work in groups of 3 or 4 to complete this project. The teacher will explain
to students that they are “art scene investigators.” Their job is to find out what gave
an artist the idea to create an artwork. Is the artwork just fantasy? Is it based on
something that really happened? Is it based on normal daily happenings during the time
the artist lived? Or is the artwork based on a book or poem that the artist read?
ART ELEMENT(S): line, shape, color, texture, space
ART PRINCIPLES: balance, emphasis, contrast, movement, rhythm, unity

Lesson Activities Student groups will look at postcard reproductions of Edward
Hicks “The Peaceable Kingdom. They will be asked to compare and contrast the subject
matter in the foreground of the painting with the subject matter in the background of
the painting. Once they complete this task they will be asked to make an educated
“guess” on what these images mean and what may have influenced the artist to create
these  particular images (prior knowledge). Each student will turn in a sheet with their
“guess” on the subject matter of this artwork. The only information students have on
the work is the credit line written on the back of the postcard: The Peaceable Kingdom,
circa 1833 Oil on canvas, 44.5x60.2 cm WORCESTER ART MUSEUM, 1934.65
 Each group will investigate to find facts from books, magazines, the internet and any
other available sources to discover the artists’ source of inspiration.
They must fill out a fact finder sheet with discoveries and outline the steps each team
member took to find information on the sources for this artwork. They also must
provide highlighted copies of book and internet sources to complete the investigation
assignment.

Implementation Reflection:

Bibliography for all Lessons
Pohl, Frances K.  Framing America. New York, Thames & Hudson, 2008
Atkins, Robert Art Speak. New York, Abbeville Press, 1997
Hume, Helen D. American Art Appreciation Activities Kit. Prentice Hall,    1996
Katan, E. “Beyond ART HISTORY” Art Education, 43(1) (1990)
Alger, Sandra L. H. “Games for Teaching Art” Portland, J. Weston Walch, 1995
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Wolf, M. L. “Dictionary of Painting” New York, Philosophical Library, 1958
Chilvers, Ian “Dictionary of 20th Century Art.” Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998
Guralnik, David B. “Webster’s New world Dictionary of the American Language.” New
York, Prentice Hall Press, 1986

Lesson 2

Creative Crazy Composite Creatures
Unit Overview: Theme: What Can One Learn from One Painting?
This unit is based on the concept that one person or group of people can learn a great
deal from one work of art. The rationale behind the selection of Edward Hicks’ “The
Peaceable Kingdom” is that it is visually rich and engaging to many age groups and
peoples from all walks of life. The subject matter is immediately interesting to children
because of the animals and children in the foreground. The narrative and historical
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quality of the work gives all viewers more to interpret and learn from. Students will
learn about historical events, naïve painting, elements and principals of art, research
and investigation techniques, and artists’ inspiration.
Overview for Lesson: This lesson fits into the context of the unit by fostering
an in depth visual examination of Hicks’ “The Peaceable Kingdom” to identify the
elements & principles of design. The subject matter of this work will serve as an
inspiration to (as stated in Learning Standard 3.3) create 2D artwork from imagination
to embody an idea or fantasy.
Guiding Question: How does line, shape, texture, pattern, and unity show
themselves in the animals and people of “The Peaceable Kingdom”?
Essential Questions: What inspires an Artist?
What feelings can an artist convey in an artwork?
How does an artist engage us (the viewer)?
What is the meaning of an artwork?

Massachusetts Arts Curriculum Framework: Relevant Standards: 1:5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8,
2,2, 2,5, 2.6, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 3.3,3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8,5.1, 5.5, 5.6 In
the course of making and viewing art, learn ways of discussing it, by making a list of all
of the images seen in an artwork and identifying kinds of line, texture, shapes, and color
in the work.

GOAL: Students will create a textured, composite creature and its environment. A
foreground, middle ground and background will clearly be seen in their artwork.

Creative Crazy Composite Creatures (cont.)

OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to:
* Define line and identify five kinds of lines.
* Perceive and describe varieties of lines and shapes in the environment and in
works of art.
* Explain line quality and the way lines can make viewers feel.
* Consider how color can affect a viewer’s mood and change the look of an artwork.
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* Show how closed lines create shapes and repetition of lines and colors create pattern.
ASSESSMENT EVALUATIONS:
Did students clearly show the 3 areas of space in their work?
Did students use the 5 different types of lines?
Did they explore and manipulate materials in a creative way?
Did the students follow directions?
PRIOR LEARNING REQUIRED: use of art materials, familiarity
with pattern and space (foreground, middle ground and background in an artwork)
ART ELEMENT(S): line, shape, color, texture, space
ART PRINCIPLES: balance, variety, emphasis, contrast, movement, rhythm, unity

VOCABULARY: composite is formed of distinct parts; compound (In this case
different animal parts)
line is the path of a dot through space.
Horizontal lines----parallel to the ground, seem restful, quiet and peaceful. They

make the viewer feel comfortable, calm, and relaxed.
Vertical lines-----straight up and down without leaning. Artists use these lines to
show dignity, formality and strength.
Diagonal lines----slant. They are somewhere between a vertical and a horizontal
line. The artist uses them to signal movement, action and excitement. Since these
lines appear to be either rising or falling, diagonals sometimes make a viewer feel
tense and uncomfortable. But when they meet and seem to hold each other up, as in
the roof of a house, they appear firm and unmoving.
Curved lines---change direction slowly. When you draw wiggly lines, you are linking a
series of curves. Other shapes that begin with curves are spirals and circles. Like
diagonal lines, curved lines, express movement, though in a more graceful, flowing
way.
Zigzag lines--- are made by combining different directions of diagonal lines. The

Creative Crazy Composite Creatures (cont.)

diagonals form sharp angles and change direction suddenly. These lines can create
confusion. They suggest action and nervous excitement. Sometimes zigzags move in
even horizontal patterns, like those at the top of a picket fence. These are less
active than the jagged lines in a diagonal streak of lightning.
 Foreground refers to the objects or parts of an artwork that are closest to the viewer.
The foreground is usually at the bottom of the picture.
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Middle ground: Area in a picture between the foreground and the background. Background: part
of the picture that seems to be farthest from the viewer.

Materials reproductions of Edward Hicks’ “The Peaceable Kingdom” and Albrect
Durer’s “Rhinoceros” ,white paper 9x12, pencils, colored crayons, markers

ENGAGING EXPERIENCE MOTIVATION: Students will choose to work either alone
or groups of up to 4 people. Each “group” will be given postcard reproductions of Edward
Hicks’ “The Peaceable Kingdom” and Albrect Durer’s “Rhinoceros” and asked to list and
draw as many different types of textures, patterns and lines that they can see in each
visual. Discussion of imaginative animals, textures, patterns and lines will follow. (PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE)

LESSON ACTIVITIES-PROCEDURE: The teacher will use art prints, overhead
transparencies, and the environment to introduce students to different types of lines
and how artists use lines and shapes to show texture in art. The same will be used to
show how many artworks have a foreground, middle ground and a background. Students
will then be asked to use this knowledge of lines to create a composite creature in its
environment. This imaginary creature must have at least 5 different textures and live in
an environment which clearly shows a foreground, middle ground and a background.

IMPLEMENTATION REFLECTION:

Creative Crazy Composite Creatures (cont.)

Bibliography for all Lessons
Pohl, Frances K.  Framing America. New York, Thames & Hudson, 2008
Atkins, Robert Art Speak. New York, Abbeville Press, 1997
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Hume, Helen D. American Art Appreciation Activities Kit. Prentice Hall,    1996
Katan, E. “Beyond ART HISTORY” Art Education, 43(1) (1990)
Alger, Sandra L. H. “Games for Teaching Art” Portland, J. Weston Walch, 1995
Wolf, M. L. “Dictionary of Painting” New York, Philosophical Library, 1958
Chilvers, Ian “Dictionary of 20th Century Art.” Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998
Guralnik, David B. “Webster’s New world Dictionary of the American Language.” New
York, Prentice Hall Press, 1986

Lesson 3
Naïve Art

Characteristics of naïve art usually include bright or non-naturalistic colors, non-
scientific perspective, and a childlike or literal-minded vision. This type of art is
created by people who did not go to art school. The naïve artist does not have any
expertise in representing the subject of the painting. They are self-taught. Naïve art
developed in the 19th century ---before then, pictures that had a naïve quality might
have been classified as folk art or simply as amateurish works. Edward Hicks (1780-
1849), famous for his religious scenes, was one of the first notable naïve artists.
(Chilvers, 98)
Edward Hicks (1780-1849), was a Quaker minister and sign-painter from Bucks County,
Pennsylvania. He was born to Anglican parents, but his mother died when he was only
eighteen months old and he was raised by a Quaker friend of hers. He began work as a
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coach-and sign painter, and did not convert to Quakerism until his early twenties. When
he converted to this religion He had to give up music, dancing, and theatre and was
aware that his job as a painter of colorful commercial coaches and signs was in conflict
with his life as a Quaker minister. He briefly gave up painting in the 1810s to become a
farmer--and found that this was not his calling. He soon returned to the painting that
he loved. He resolved his conflict about painting which his religion did not encourage by
discovering the theme of “the Peaceable Kingdom” in a Bible engraving after the British
artist Richard Westall, which illustrates the sixth verse of the eleventh chapter of
Isaiah: “The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the
kid; and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together: and a little child shall lead
them.” Some say that Hicks chose this theme because he loved children, animals, and
the Scriptures themselves. Or he may have seen that this picture version of a sermon
on salvation would justify his painting. He did choose well since many of his paintings
were purchased by fellow Quakers. Hicks includes the story of William Penn as a tribute
to the Quaker leader and to his attempts to create peace on earth in America through
treaties with its indigenous peoples. (Pohl, 08)

Naïve Art (cont.)

Unit Overview: Theme: What Can One Learn from One Painting?
This unit is based on the concept that one person or group of people can learn a great
deal from one work of art. The rationale behind the selection of Edward Hicks’ “The
Peaceable Kingdom” is that it is visually rich and engaging to many age groups and
peoples from all walks of life. The subject
matter is immediately interesting to children because of the animals and children in the
foreground. The narrative and historical quality of the work gives all viewers more to
interpret and learn from. Students will learn about historical events, naïve painting,
elements and principals of art, research and investigation techniques, and artists’
inspiration.
Lesson Overview: This lesson fits into the context of the unit by asking students
to examine an artwork in order to identify specific characteristics of naïve art.
Students will further engage and get a better understanding of this style by creating
an oil pastel artwork with naïve characteristics.

Guiding Question: What characteristics of naïve art are present in Hicks’ “The
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Peaceable Kingdom”?
Essential Questions: What inspires an Artist?
What feelings can an artist convey in an artwork?
How does an artist engage us (the viewer)?
What is the meaning of an artwork?

Massachusetts Arts Curriculum Framework: Relevant Standards:1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 2.2,2.4, 2.5,
2.6, 2.8, 2.10,2.11, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7,4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 5.5, 5.6,6.1, 6.2, 6.3,6.4, 6.5 7.1, 7.2, 8.3, 8.4,
8.5, 8.6
Perform or create works inspired by historical or cultural styles
Classify works form the United States and world cultures by genre, style, and historical period:
explain why the works exemplify a particular genre, style, or period

GOAL: Students will create a naïve style oil pastel artwork.

Naïve Art (cont.)

OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to:
* create their own naïve style artwork
* create an artwork which explores, composition, unnatural perspective, simplified
modeling, flat shapes, and personalized colors.
* explore collage as a starting point to create a composition

ASSESSMENT EVALUATION RUBRIC
*The student created a collage composition  of animals as a starting point for the

final painting  20 points
*The student enlarged and drew a detail of the collage for the final oil pastel work

20 points
* The student used qualities found in naïve painting: personal colors, flat modeling,

flat simplified shapes, unreal perspective 40 points
*The work shows care and high quality craftsmanship. 20 points

ART ELEMENT(S): line, shape, color, texture, space
ART PRINCIPLES: balance, emphasis, contrast, movement, rhythm, unity

PRIOR LEARNING REQUIRED: use of oil pastels, collage techniques, and familiarity
with good craftsmanship
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Vocabulary: Naïve art: Term applied to painting by self-taught artists which is
characterized by unnatural perspective, simplified modeling, flat shapes, and
personalized colors.
MATERIALS: magazine and other sources of photos, erasers, paper, pencils, glue,

scissors, oil pastels.

ENGAGING EXPERIENCE-PROCEDURE: The teacher and students will
look at postcard reproductions of Edward Hicks “The Peaceable Kingdom”  and discuss
the naïve qualities, composition, colors and subject matter. Students will be asked to
bring in photos of their own pets or pets they would like to have if all animals were as
tame as those of “The Peaceable Kingdom”

Naïve Art (cont.)

LESSON ACTIVITIES The arrangement of animals unlikely to be grouped
together was one of Hick’s  specialties. The teacher will suggest that students use
photos of their own pets or animals. Students may also find animals & reptiles from
magazines and use these as inspiration to draw a composition of animals, birds, or fish,
crowding or overlapping them. Once
the group composition of animal photos is complete students will enlarge and redraw a
detail of it onto white drawing paper. Students colors, modeling, and large flat shapes
of the animals will mimic the qualities of naïve painting. IMPLEMENTATION
REFLECTION:
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Bibliography for all Lessons
Pohl, Frances K.  Framing America. New York, Thames & Hudson, 2008
Atkins, Robert Art Speak. New York, Abbeville Press, 1997
Hume, Helen D. American Art Appreciation Activities Kit. Prentice Hall,    1996
Katan, E. “Beyond ART HISTORY” Art Education, 43(1) (1990)
Alger, Sandra L. H. “Games for Teaching Art” Portland, J. Weston Walch, 1995
Wolf, M. L. “Dictionary of Painting” New York, Philosophical Library, 1958
Chilvers, Ian “Dictionary of 20th Century Art.” Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998
Guralnik, David B. “Webster’s New world Dictionary of the American Language.” New
York, Prentice Hall Press, 1986
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Lesson 4
Words that Inspire Your Art

Student Information Sheet
Edward Hicks (1780-1849) trained as a coach, sign, and furniture painter.
When he was in his twenties, he joined the Quaker religion and was
criticized by fellow Quakers for practicing a profession that was seen as a
distraction from religious pursuits. He then decided to put his love of
religion together with his love of painting and created well-known
allegorical paintings inspired by the written words in the bible. According
to Webster’s dictionary an allegory is a story in which people, things, and
happenings have a hidden or symbolic meaning: Allegories are used for
teaching or explaining ideas, values and moral principles. (Hume, 96) InThe
Peaceable Kingdom  Edward Hicks illustrates the bible passage from Isaiah
chapter 11: verses 6-9 which prophesies: “The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb,
and the leopard shall lie down with the kid; and the calf and the young lion and the
fatling together: and a little child shall lead them.” In the background of the
painting, there is a historic scene showing the Quaker William Penn signing
a treaty with the Delaware Indians in 1682. Hicks was showing how all
people and animals could work toward peace on earth. He loved painting
animals and painted more than 100 versions of this one subject. His fellow
Quakers now accepted his work which became quite popular, as shown by
the fact that his funeral was attended by 3,000 to 4,000 people. (Pohl, 08)

Words that Inspire Your Art (cont.)
Unit Overview: Theme: What Can One Learn from One Painting?
This unit is based on the concept that one person or group of people can learn a great
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deal from one work of art. The rationale behind the selection of Edward Hicks’ “The
Peaceable Kingdom” is that it is visually rich and engaging to many age groups and
peoples from all walks of life. The subject matter is immediately interesting to children
because of the animals and children in the foreground. The narrative and historical
quality of the work gives all viewers more to interpret and learn from. Students will
learn about
historical events, naïve painting, elements and principals of art, research and
investigation techniques, and artists’ inspiration.
Lesson Overview: This lesson fits into the context of the unit by having students
think about where artists get their ideas. They will use this knowledge to create their
own mixed media work inspired by their favorite poem or line from a song. This lesson
links research, language arts and visual arts while making personal connections to the
student.
GUIDING QUESTION: Written words play what part in the inspiration and
creation of Edward Hicks’ “ The Peaceable Kingdom”?
Essential Questions: What inspires an Artist?
What feelings can an artist convey in an artwork?
How does an artist engage us (the viewer)?
What is the meaning of an artwork?
Massachusetts Arts Curriculum Framework: Relevant Standards:1.5, 1.6,
1.7, 1.8, 2.2,2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8, 2.10,2.11, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7,4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 5.5, 5.6,6.1, 6.2, 6.3,
7.1,8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, 10.2
Expand art processes, techniques, and materials with a focus on the range of effects possible within
each medium
GOAL: Students will create a mixed-media artwork inspired by a favorite saying or
poem.
elements = color, line, shape, texture and space
principles= balance,  emphasis, variety, contrast and unity
mixed media= collage, calligraphy markers, pencil
OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to:
* create their own “word inspired” artwork
* create an artwork which explores, calligraphy, composition, enlargement,
and use of imagery and words
* explore collage as an expressive medium

Words that Inspire Your Art (cont.)
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ASSESSMENT EVALUATION RUBRIC
*The artwork has the student’s choice of words neatly written in calligraphy 20

points
*The student used a variety of drawn and magazine images to compliment the words.

40 points
* The student used a variety of media to color and unify the images around the

calligraphy
*The work shows care and high quality craftsmanship. 20 points

PRIOR LEARNING REQUIRED: use of oil pastels, calligraphy pens, and collage
techniques
ART ELEMENT(S): line, shape, color, texture, space
ART PRINCIPLES: balance, emphasis, contrast, movement, rhythm, unity

Vocabulary: allegory is a story in which people, things, and happenings have a hidden or
symbolic meaning: Allegories are used for teaching or explaining ideas, values and moral
principles.

MATERIALS: magazine and other sources of photos, erasers, paper, pencils, glue,
scissors, oak tag, calligraphy pens

ENGAGING EXPERIENCE-PROCEDURE: Students will read the student
information sheet Words that Inspire your Art. A discussion of inspiration and favorite
sayings or song lines will follow.

Lesson Activities  Students will select a favorite saying  (such as a line from a
song or an inspirational quotation or poem) and write it with a calligraphy marker. This
should be practiced first on newsprint to allow for perfect spacing. Once the words are
written on drawing paper, students will center it on colored oak tag leaving a large
border. The students will search

Words that Inspire Your Art(cont.)

through magazines and draw images which are inspired by their chosen words. These
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images will then be collaged around the calligraphy to complement/reflect the favorite
saying. A variety of media will be used to color and unify the images around the
calligraphic writing.
 The teacher will demonstrate techniques used with a variety of media to unify the cut
and drawn images around the calligraphy.

IMPLEMENTATION REFLECTION:

Bibliography for all Lessons
Pohl, Frances K.  Framing America. New York, Thames & Hudson, 2008
Atkins, Robert Art Speak. New York, Abbeville Press, 1997
Hume, Helen D. American Art Appreciation Activities Kit. Prentice Hall,    1996
Katan, E. “Beyond ART HISTORY” Art Education, 43(1) (1990)
Alger, Sandra L. H. “Games for Teaching Art” Portland, J. Weston Walch, 1995
Wolf, M. L. “Dictionary of Painting” New York, Philosophical Library, 1958
Chilvers, Ian “Dictionary of 20th Century Art.” Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998
Guralnik, David B. “Webster’s New world Dictionary of the American Language.” New
York, Prentice Hall Press, 1986

Lesson 5
Exploring Narrative Art

Student Information Sheet
Narrative-or story-art represents events taking place over time. These events may be
compressed into a single image that implies something that has already happened or is
about to take place.
Painting, has told stories since at least the time of the ancient Egyptians. Starting in
the Renaissance, “history painting”-paintings of events from biblical or classical history-
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acquired the highest status. Nineteenth-century painting depicted not only great
moments in history but also everyday domestic scenes experienced by ordinary people.
(Atkins, 97)
Edward Hicks (1780-1849), was a Quaker minister and sign-painter from Bucks County,
Pennsylvania. He was born to Anglican parents, but his mother died when he was only
eighteen months old and he was raised by a Quaker friend of hers. He began work as a
coach-and sign painter, and did not convert to Quakerism until his early twenties. When
he converted to this religion He had to give up music, dancing, and theatre and was
aware that his job as a painter of colorful commercial coaches and signs was in conflict
with his life as a Quaker minister. He briefly gave up painting in the 1810s to become a
farmer--and found that this was not his calling. He soon returned to the painting that
he loved. He resolved his conflict about painting which his religion did not encourage by
discovering the theme of “the Peaceable Kingdom” in a Bible engraving after the British
artist Richard Westall, which illustrates the sixth verse of the eleventh chapter of
Isaiah: “The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the
kid; and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together: and a little child shall lead
them.” Some say that Hicks chose this theme because he loved children, animals, and
the Scriptures themselves. Or he may have seen that this picture version of a sermon
on salvation would justify his painting. He did choose well since many of his paintings
were purchased by fellow Quakers. Hicks includes the story of William Penn as a tribute
to the Quaker leader and to his attempts to create peace on earth in America through
treaties with its indigenous peoples. (Pohl, 08)

Exploring Narrative Art (cont.)
Unit Overview: Theme: What Can One Learn from One Painting?
This unit is based on the concept that one person or group of people can learn a great
deal from one work of art. The rationale behind the selection of Edward Hicks’ “The
Peaceable Kingdom” is that it is visually rich and
engaging to many age groups and peoples from all walks of life. The subject matter is
immediately interesting to children because of the animals and children in the
foreground. The narrative and historical quality of the work gives all viewers more to
interpret and learn from. Students will learn about historical events, naïve painting,
elements and principals of art, research and investigation techniques, and artists’
inspiration.
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Lesson Overview: This lesson fits into the context of the unit by providing the
opportunity to study and learn about narrative art. Through discussion students will
integrate prior knowledge of art that tells stories. They will ponder the meaning of the
saying that “A picture is worth 1000 words” and then create their own narrative
artwork.
Guiding Question: What is the purpose of narrative art?

Essential Questions: What inspires an Artist?
What feelings can an artist convey in an artwork?
How does an artist engage us (the viewer)?
What is the meaning of an artwork?
Massachusetts Arts Curriculum Framework: Relevant Standards:1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 2.2,2.4, 2.5,
2.6, 2.8, 2.10,2.11, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7,4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 5.5, 5.6,6.1, 6.2, 6.3,7.1,  7.2, 7.3, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5
GOAL: Students will become familiar with narrative art and then create their own art
that tells a visual story.
OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to:
* create their own narrative artwork
* create an artwork which explores, composition, enlargement, and use of color.
*recognize narrative art when shown a variety of artworks.
ASSESSMENT EVALUATION RUBRIC

*The artwork is narrative or tells a story 60 points
*The student uses a variety of colored pencil techniques throughout the work 20

points
*The work shows care and high quality craftsmanship. 20 points

Exploring Narrative Art (cont.)

PRIOR LEARNING REQUIRED: use of colored pencils, collage techniques

Vocabulary: Narrative-or story-art represents events taking place over time. These
events may be compressed into a single image that implies something that has already
happened or is about to take place.
Rhythm: The repetition of an element to make an artwork seem active.
Emphasis: Making an element or object in an artwork stand out.

elements = color, line, shape, texture and space
principles= balance,  emphasis, variety, contrast and unity

medium= colored pencil
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MATERIALS: photos of landscapes, people and historical events, colored pencils,
erasers, paper,

Engaging Experience: Students will be asked to write down and discuss the
saying “ A picture is worth 1000 words” They will also be asked to share their prior
knowledge of pictures with stories and where they might be found--churches, town
halls, flags etc.
Lesson Activities After completing the activities above with the students, the
teacher will demonstrate techniques used with colored pencils. Students will use these
techniques to create their own colored pencil narrative artwork.

Implementation Reflection:

Exploring Narrative Art (cont.)

Bibliography for all Lessons
Pohl, Frances K.  Framing America. New York, Thames & Hudson, 2008
Atkins, Robert Art Speak. New York, Abbeville Press, 1997
Hume, Helen D. American Art Appreciation Activities Kit. Prentice Hall,    1996
Katan, E. “Beyond ART HISTORY” Art Education, 43(1) (1990)
Alger, Sandra L. H. “Games for Teaching Art” Portland, J. Weston Walch, 1995
Wolf, M. L. “Dictionary of Painting” New York, Philosophical Library, 1958
Chilvers, Ian “Dictionary of 20th Century Art.” Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998
Guralnik, David B. “Webster’s New world Dictionary of the American Language.” New
York, Prentice Hall Press, 1986
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